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Gideon McCade--weighed down by memories of his previous life as a Navy SEAL and a CIA

agent--has blood on his hands. He turns to his BDSM club, Catharsis, and Dominating submissives

to get him through the daily grind of civilian life. Knowing his past is too much to inflict on a life

partner, he keeps his connections brief and superficial. When his former life comes back to haunt

him, his desire for revenge pulls him back into the shadows, darkening his hopes for a future in the

light.Temporarily sidelining his career as a tattoo artist, Sebastian Phillips works as a composite

artist for the local police department. To alleviate the inescapable burden of a congenital medical

condition, he immerses himself in his art and seeks the catharsis of submission. But with life

weighing heavily on his shoulders and darkness encroaching, he yearns for a contract with a

Dominant that sees past the protective barriers he&apos;s erected to the vulnerable submissive

within.When happenstance brings Gideon and Sebastian together, their connection is undeniable.

The knowledge that they are both too damaged to form permanent bonds of love causes them to

rely on an impersonal contract to fulfil their physical needs. But staying emotionally detached

becomes impossible, and breaking their contract seems the only option. Will Gideon&apos;s need

for vengeance and Sebastian&apos;s declining health destroy what&apos;s grown between them,

or will they help each other find their way back into the light?Author&apos;s Note: If you prefer

warnings, there are strong trigger warnings for this book. Please use the "Look Inside" feature

above to find them within the first few pages. Ignore them, otherwise. Happy reading!
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Luna David once again did a great job in writing this book.The story of Sebastian and Gideon's

journey is not your usual and typical BDSM one. Each one of them has their hardships and

struggles, each one of them is stubborn in their own way.Gideon is and isn't your typical Dom. With

his character, the author sowed that even a Dom is still a person, a human being that makes

mistakes, suffers from heartbreak (mostly made by his own choices) and fears he is not good

enough.Sebastian's story breaks your heart and while reading and beginning to better understand

his point of view, you might want to throw your kindles against the wall and hate Gideon a little bit.

There were times I couldn't read well because of the tears, but I couldn't hate Gideon...my heart

was breaking for him too!This story might not work for everyone, but it certainly worked for me! It will

surely be a re-read!

It is so hard to put into words what this book did to me. I loved it, i cried, laughed and smiled

throughout it.Sebastian is a submissive and decides to visit a BDSM club only things don't go as

planned. Gideon the owner of the club is made aware that something is wrong with a submissive

and enters the room to put a stop to the scene. From the moment Gideon sees Sebastian he

realises that he wants him as his boy. Sebastian isn't as confident with his life outside of BDSM but

slowly he emerges and accepts a 6 month contract with Gideon until Sebastian's health takes a turn

for the worst.

I came across this series in a MM book club on face book. I didn't know the author but liked the

sound of the first two books. I read them and feel in love. I was so happy to find that the 3rd book

was out. Gideon and Sebastian's story had me laughing and crying both sad and happy tears. I like

can't say enough of how wonderful this series and this book really are. I can't wait for the next one.

God I hope its Jackson and Sawyer's story!

When I try to gather my thoughts for a review, I try to figure out if there was something that would

make me feel I need to mark down for. This story was so full of emotion, the characters so vivid, that



any slight I could give it are made up for in how bright those two things are. Highly recommended.

I really enjoyed this book! I read this series in reverse order, so it was a little weird to realize a few

things after the fact, but still a great read. This one was the best in the series and I'll definitely keep

my eye open for the next one. A very moving, hurt/comfort read.

Saving Sebastian is emotional, heartbreaking at the same time heartwarming. Sebastian and

Gideon are both struggling with their past and trying to have a D/s relationship without falling for

each other.I truly just loved these two guys and their story.

Drop everything, and read this book!! It's so good! Full of deep.... loneliness, torture, longing,

craving....but love finds away and brings new beginnings, meaning, family, friends.

I loved this story from start to finish. We get to see both characters grow in love and friendship with

a good subplot thrown in. I hope we get another story soon.
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